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Abstract— This work is motivated by financial forecasting
using Genetic Programming. This paper presents a method to
post-process decision trees. The processing procedure is based
on the analysis and evaluation of the components of each
tree, followed by pruning. The idea behind this approach is
to identify and eliminate rules that cause misclassification. As
a result we expect to keep and generate rules that enhance
the classification. This method was tested on decision trees
generated by a genetic program whose aim was to discover
classification rules in financial stock markets. From experimental results we can conclude that our method is able to improve
the accuracy and precision of the classification.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Decision trees have been widely used in machine learning
for classification and prediction. However, the overfitting and
complexity of resulting trees have disclosed the necessity
of pruning procedures. Several classifiers have incorporated
pruning methods, for example: Classifier CART implemented
minimal cost-complexity pruning [1], ID3 incorporated reduced error pruning and pessimistic pruning [2], while
classifier C4.5 integrated Error-based pruning [3]. Breiman
[1] and Quinlan [2] have asserted that tree simplification can
benefit almost all decision trees when removing parts that
do not contribute to classification accuracy. They argued that
resultant trees are less complex and more understandable.
Furthermore, this simplification helps to control overfitting.
Decision trees generated by Genetic Programming (GP)
[4] tend to grow [5], [6], [7], [8]. However, this growth is
not necessarily proportional to the quality of the resultant
solution. We presume that decision tree simplification can
be beneficial to trees produced by GP. Code growth has
been controlled introducing a variety of methods. These are
grouped in three main types: parsimony pressure, operator
modification and code modification [9]. Parsimony pressure
tries to evolve small solutions penalizing large individuals,
for instance, to establish a maximum depth allowed [4],
tarpeian method [10] or the implementation of Minimum
Description Length principle (MDL) in the fitness function
[11]. Operator modification is represented by no-destructive
crossover [12]. Code modification involves changing the
structure of the code during or after the evolution, e.g.
the pruning method implemented by Eggermont et al. [13].
According to Soule, code modification methods have not
been explored in depth because it involves the use of more
computational resources [12]. However, researches of other
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machine learning classifiers [1], [3] prefer pruning techniques
instead of stopping criterions, they have pointed out that
pruning is slower but more reliable because it produces more
exploration.
We propose a new approach called Scenario Method (SM)
to analyse decision trees produced by GP. The aim of this
approach is to produce smaller trees with higher prediction
accuracy. Analysis is done by identifying relevant parts that
contribute to the classification task as well as to separate
those fragments that deteriorate their performance or cause
overfitting. From results we affirm that this method is able to
produce compact trees improving their accuracy1 and their
precision2 . This work is illustrated with a dataset composed
by closing prices from the London Financial Market. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II contains an overview of the problem that illustrates our
method, Section III presents the scenario method procedure,
while Section IV describes the experiments to test our
approach. Section V presents the experiment results. Finally,
Section VI summaries the conclusions.
II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
To illustrate the Scenario Method, it was applied to a
discovery classification rule problem. The idea is to classify a
financial stock dataset in order to predict future movements in
the stock price. This problem has been addressed previously
by [15], [16], [17]. Every case in the dataset is composed by
a signal and a set of attributes or independent variables. The
signal indicates the opportunities for buying or not buying
and selling or not selling. The signal is calculated looking
ahead in a future horizon of n units of time trying to detect an
increase or decrease of at least r%. The independent variables
are composed by financial indicators derived from financial
technical analysis. Technical analysis is used in financial
markets to analyse the price behaviour of stocks. This is
mainly based on historical prices and volume trends [18].
III. S CENARIO M ETHOD
The main goal of scenario method is to simplify decision
trees by means of rule selection. This procedure involves
dividing the problem using class division. The next step is
to analyses the tree to enumerate its rules (Rule extraction).
Every rule is evaluated (Rule evaluation) to select those rules
that contribute positively to the classification task. Finally,
rules with poor performance will be removed from the tree
(Tree pruning). The above procedures will be explained in
detail in the following sections.
1 Accuracy is the proportion of the total number of predictions that were
correct [14]
2 Precision is the proportion of the predicted positive cases that were
correct [14]
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A. Class division
To divide the classification problem, a population per each
class will be evolved independently (example of a class is
to Buy). For this purpose decision trees are generated and
evolved using Discriminator Grammar (DG). This grammar3
produces trees which classify or not a single class. Table I
shows the discriminator grammar and Figure 1 illustrates a
decision tree that was created using DG. At this point we
introduce the concept of Conditional Node, which refers
to any node with syntax <Conditional> in discriminator
grammar. Class division has previously been applied by other
researches such as Teller [20], who evolved an individual
program per class using Parallel Architecture Discovery and
Orchestration (PADO).
B. Rule extraction
This process analyses the decision trees in order to delimit
their rules. Let T be a tree with syntax DG. T is composed
by rules, so it can be expressed as the union of its rules such
as T = (R1 ∪ R2 ∪ · · · Rn ) where Ri is a rule and n is the
total number of rules in T. In order to satisfy the tree T at
least one rule must be satisfied. A rule Rk is a minimum
set of conditions that satisfy the tree T. The rule Rk can be
expressed as the intersection of conditional nodes such as
Rk = (nk1 ∩ nk2 ∩ · · · nkt ) where nki is a condition and kt
is the number of conditions in rule Rk . To satisfy rule Rk
every condition in this rule has to be satisfied. Let us define
Rule Map as a matrix that lists the rules of a tree T and the
conditions that composed every rule. The k th -row in the rule
map contains the conditions of rule Rk . Given that the size
of rules could be different, the size of the matrix will be N
x L, where N is the number of rules in the tree, and L is the
size of the largest rule. When the length of a rule is smaller
than L the empty spaces will be fulfilled using 0. Figure 1
shows an example of a decision tree and its rule map. The
rule map is used to control the interactions between rules.
C. Rule evaluation
This section explains the procedure to evaluate the performance of each rule in the tree T. Every rule Ri ∈ T
is compared against the training dataset and the result is
3 The term grammar refers to a representation concerned with the syntactic
components and the rules that specify it [19]

Fig. 1.

Example of an individual generated by DG and its Rule Map.
TABLE II
C ONFUSION M ATRIX .

Predicted/Actual
Positive
Negative

TP
FN

Positive
- True Positive
- False Negative

FP
TN

Negative
- False Positive
- True Negative

registered in a Confusion Matrix 4 . Thus there will be a
confusion matrix Mi for each rule Ri ∈ T . Table II displays
a confusion matrix for the classification of two classes.
It is important to keep in mind that this problem is exposed
to imbalanced classes because the number of opportunities
for investors may be infrequent. According to Kubat et al.
[21], when imbalanced classes take place, it is not reliable
to measure the performance of a classifier only using the
equation of accuracy. This work is not only focused on the
accuracy improvement but also in the precision improvement
because every decision involves an investment. To illustrate
this, suppose that every time a true positive is succeeded we
gain 1 unit, but every time a false positive is predicted we
loss the same amount, in the best of the cases. Thus the
number of true positives has to be bigger than the number of
false positives; otherwise the final result will be a negative
balance. Taking into account the previous consideration, we
propose Equation ( 1) to measure the rule contribution.

Ev(Ri ) =

 


Pi
T Pi −F Pi

 T PiT+F
Ni
T Pi +F Pi

if T Pi +F Pi >0




Otherwise

0

(1)

Where terms in Equation ( 1) are the components in the
confusion matrix and P T = T Pi +F Ni , it is the total number
of positive cases in the dataset. Notice that P T is a constant
number for all Ri because it depends on the dataset. The
4 A confusion matrix consists of information about actual and predicted
classifications done by a classifier system. It is an information summary of
the performance of the classifier, it shows the accuracy of predicted class
as well as errors and omissions[14].

first parenthesis of ( 1) encloses the recall5 , it encourages
the increment of true positive cases. The second parenthesis
encloses an expression similar to precision. However, it
severely penalizes the false positive cases. Equation ( 1)
could be useful to perform classification in risky problems
because it strongly discards the false positive cases.
D. Rule selection

Fig. 2.

Once the rules in tree T have been evaluated the next
step is to perform a rule selection based on hypothetical
scenarios for the union of rules. The rule with the highest
evaluation is taken as a starting point, let us call it RB . To
disclose the potential of the remaining rules Rη ∈ T, the
Best and the Worst scenario for RBη = (RB ∪ Rη ) are
calculated. Where RBη is the union of rules RB (the best rule
of T) and Rη . The best scenario is calculated assuming that
the true positives cases in RB and Rη are not overlapped
and the false positive cases maximally overlap each other.
Thus the best scenario for true positive and false positive
cases are calculated as follows: T PBη + = T PB + T Pη
and F PBη + = max(F PB , F Pη ). Superscripts are used
to indicate the scenario, it could be worst (-) or best (+).
Subscripts are used to denote rules. The worst scenario is
calculated in exactly the opposite way, it assumes that true
positive cases maximally overlap. And false positive cases
are not overlapped so the total number of false positive
cases is the sum of false positives in both rules. Finally the
worst scenario for true positive and false positive cases is
T PBη − = max(T PB , T Pη ) and F PBη − = F PB + F Pη .
Once the best and the worst scenarios were calculated, the
Equation ( 1) is applied to them as follows:
Ev(RBη + ) =

Ev(RBη − ) =

T PB +T Pη
PT

·

max(T PB ,T Pη )
PT

PI(Rη ) =




0

Rη=1
Rη=2

Rη
(T Pη , F Pη )
(1, 15)
(10, 2)

RB ∩ Rη
(0, 15)
(10, 1)

RB ∪ Rη
(T PBη , F PBη )
(41, 20)
(40, 21)

Otherwise

E. Tree pruning

Let us define the Potential of Improvement (PI) as the
capacity of a rule for improving the tree T. PI is calculated
using the distance between Ev(RB ) and Ev(RBη + ) as
Figure 2 shows. The potential of improvement is calculated
as follows:
Ev(RBη + )−Ev(RB )
Ev(RBη + )−Ev(RBη − )

E XAMPLE

if Ev(RB )≤Ev(RBη + )

max(T PB ,T Pη )−F PB −F Pη
max(T PB ,T Pη )+F PB +F Pη





TABLE III

the level of pruning, it will be defined as Pruning Threshold
(PT). If (P I(Rη ) < Pruning Threshold) the rule Rη will be
pruned. When PT is close to 0 the level of pruning is low,
but when PT is close to 100 a hard pruning is performed.
The experiments included in this paper used different pruning
thresholds (PT = 0%,10%,...90%) to find out the effect of this
parameter.
At this point it is worth addressing an important question:
why is the scenario method preferred rather than the direct
evaluation of the combined rule RBη ? One of the reasons
is that the direct evaluation of the new rule consumes more
computational resources. Another reason is that SM avoids
overfitting because it discloses the individual performance of
the rule. To illustrate the last point we present an example
where it is shown that the direct evaluation of RBη and the
comparison against RB does not give a good performance
estimation of Rη . Let us express the evaluation of RB
(Best rule) as follows: RB = (T PB , F PB ) = (40, 20).
Now we add the rules R1 and R2 from Table III. The
performance of R1 = (1,15), this shows that it can produce
more misclassifications than accurated results. However, direct evaluation suggests that R1 is able to improve the tree.
In contrast, Scenario Method discards this rule if we apply a
low pruning threshold (greater than 7%). Now let’s analyze
R2 , its performance indicates that it is able to classify with a
good rate of precision (83%). Nevertheless, direct evaluation
discards R2 because it classifies the same true positive cases
than RB . However the fact that R2 classifies a subset of RB
in training data does not mean that they classify the same
cases in other dataset. Scenario method only discards R2
when a hard pruning threshold is applied (bigger than 82%).

T PB +T Pη −max(F PB ,F Pη )
T PB +T Pη +max(F PB ,F Pη )

·

Interval of the worst and the best scenario of (RB ∪ Rη ).

Once the potential of improvement is calculated, it is
necessary to decide whether or not the rule Rη is benefic for
the tree. A threshold from 0% to 100% is used to determine
5 The recall (true positive rate) is the proportion of positive cases that
were correctly identified [14].

After rule selection is performed the rules that do not
achieve the expected pruning threshold will be removed.
During the pruning procedure the condition map is used to
detect the interactions between rules and determine which
nodes in bad rules can be pruned without affecting the useful
rules. The pruning pseudocode is described in Figure 3.
Note that not all decision trees are applicable to SM, in

PROCEDURE Prune( T, Rk , ConditionMap )
BEGIN
/*Given the rule Rk =(nk1 ∩ nk2 ...∩nkj ...)
where nkj is a conditional node and Rk is
the k th -row in ConditionMap*/
FOR each nkj ∈ Rk
IF (nkj ∈
/ Ri where i 6= k) THEN
/* If nkj is not part of other rule, delete it*/
BEGIN
np → Parent of node nk j
nb →The other child of node np
ng →Parent of node np
nc1 , nc2 → The two children of node nkj
/* Delete nkj , its parent and its children*/
T → T − nkj , np , nc1 , nc2
T → T + Link between ng and nb
END
ConditionMapkj → 0 /* Set 0 in node map */
RETURN T
END
Fig. 3.

Pruning Psedocode

the following cases it is not posible to prune the trees:
1) When the tree is composed by a single rule.
2) When SM does not suggest pruning to improve the
tree.
3) When SM suggests pruning but all conditional nodes
to prune are involved in good rules.
4) When the evaluation of the best rule is inferior to zero.
IV. E XPERIMENTS D ESCRIPTION
To test our approach a series of experiments were performed. The objective was to find out the effects of scenario
method in the performance of decision trees. The performace
is measured in terms of the accuracy, precision and tree size.
Scenario method was tested on series of 25 runs. Every
series comprises five populations from different stages of
the evolutionary process. In order to discover the impact of
pruning treshold the experiment was tested with different
values for this parameter. The results of the experiment were
grouped and averaged by generation and pruning threshold.
The training data description and the procedure to generate
the population for the experiment are described in the following sections.

TABLE IV
S UMMARY OF PARAMETERS .
Parameter
Population size
Initialization method
Generations
Crossover Rate
Mutation Rate
Selection
Elitism
Control bloat growing

Value
1,000
Growth
80
0.8
0.05
Tournament (size 2)
Size 1
RBOS - Tarpeian method, 50 percent
of those trees whose largest branch exceed 7
were penalized with 10 percent of the fitness
for each node which surpassed the largest
branch allowed.

the base of the daily closing price, volume and some financial
indices as the FTSE7 .
B. Creation of populations
To test our approach it was necessary to generate populations from different stages of the evolutionary process. By
doing so a population of 1,000 individuals was created using
DG, it was evolved during 100 generations. Every twenty
generations the whole population was saved, therefore the
result was five populations of 1,000 individuals each, let
us call them P20 , P40 , · · · , P100 where subscripts indicates
the number of the generation. The objective was to test
our approach in different stages of the evolutionary process.
The mentioned procedure was repeated 25 times in other
to test the experiment with different sets of decision trees.
Finally the experiment results were grouped and averaged by
generation and pruning threshold. Table IV presents the GP
parameters used to evolve the populations.
V. M AIN R ESULTS
We now document the results obtained by applying Scenario method to the set of populations described in IV.
The performance of the experiment is measured in terms
of the prediction accuracy, precision, tree size and number
of pruned trees. The experiment was tested using different
pruning thresholds (PT = 0%,10%,..90%). All figures given
in this section denote average results from series of 25 test
runs.
A. Number of pruned trees

The dataset that was used to train the GP in the experiment
came from the London stock market. The dataset contains
756 records that describe the behaviour of the closing price6
for TESCO stock (from January, 2001 to January, 2004). The
attributes of each record are composed by indicators derived
from financial technical analysis; these were calculated on

Figure 4 plots the number of trees that were pruned
by SM. Every series represents a population in a specific
generation P20 , P40 , ..P100 . As can be seen in X-axis every
population was tested using different pruning thresholds PT
= 0,10,..90%.
Not surpisingly these results show that the increase in
pruned trees is related to the number of generations. The
number of pruned trees grows when the number of generations increases, this occurs because the tree size increase
and there are more opportunities to perform a pruning .

6 The settled price at which a traded instrument is last traded at on a
particular trading day

7 An index of 100 large capitalization companies stock on the London
Stock Exchange, also known as ”Footsie.

A. Training data description

During earliest generations the number of pruned trees is
low because in early stages of the evolutionary process the
tree size is small and trees must contain more than one rule
in order to be pruned. The average number of rules per tree
in a population in generation 20 = P20 is 1.9. It means that
there is a high number of trees that hold only one rule, as a
consequence they can not be pruned.
On the other hand, as one might expect, the number of
pruned trees increases when pruning threshold increases.
This occurs because SM removes the rules whose PI does
not achieve the PT and the increase of this threhold causes
that many rules have to be pruned. The number of pruned
trees are detailed in Table VII.
B. Accuracy improvement
Figure 5 displays the accuracy improvement achieved
by scenario method. Every curve represents a population
tested with different pruning thresholds. Scenario method
helped to improve the accuracy in almost all populations.
The average improvement in accuracy is 4.6%. The best
results are obtained when PI is less than 60%. However, the
number of pruned trees decreases when threshold does the
same. According to the experiment results the best thresholds
are between 30% and 60%. In this range the accuracy
improvement and the number of pruned trees are high . The
results of some experiments uncovered that it is possible to
have a slightly decrease in the accuracy when the threshold
is close to 100% and the population has converged. It is
because when the PI is big the selection becomes stricter
and some useful rules could be pruned. Table V shows the
accuracy of a normal GP and the new accuracy when SM is
applied.
C. Precision improvement
Figure 6 shows the improvement in the precision achieved
by SM. The average precision improvement is 9%. The
precision improvement declines when PT is close to 100%
or the population start to converge. Table VI describes the
precision before and after SM was applied.
D. Tree size reduction
Figure 7 shows the percentage of reduction in tree size
for each of the population sets. As one might expect the tree
size reduction is related with the pruning threshold. When
PT increases, SM tends to increase the pruning because only
rules with higher PI can achieve the PT. As can be seen from
Table VIII SM reduces considerably the size of the trees,
the average reduction is 27%.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The experiments have showed the effectiveness of the scenario method for selecting useful parts of the tree, indicating
which of them are able to contribute with the classification
task. The pruning of non useful conditions improved the
accuracy of the tree and the false positive rate.
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TABLE V
ACCURACY BEFORE AND AFTER SCENARIO METHOD WAS APPLIED .
PT
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Gen = 20
(a)
(b)
.54
.65
.55
.64
.54
.64
.55
.65
.55
.65
.56
.65
.59
.66
.63
.67
.67
.68
.67
.68
.67
.68

Gen = 40
(a)
(b)
.56
.66
.57
.65
.57
.65
.58
.65
.59
.66
.60
.66
.63
.67
.65
.68
.67
.68
.68
.68
.68
.68

Gen = 60
(a)
(b)
.57
.66
.58
.65
.58
.65
.59
.65
.59
.65
.61
.66
.64
.67
.66
.68
.68
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69

Gen = 80
(a)
(b)
.53
.67
.53
.67
.54
.66
.60
.68
.61
.68
.63
.68
.64
.67
.66
.68
.67
.69
.68
.69
.68
.69

(a) Accuracy before SM, (b) Accuracy after SM

Gen = 100
(a)
(b)
.58
.65
.59
.65
.59
.65
.61
.66
.62
.65
.62
.65
.64
.66
.67
.68
.68
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69

Precision improvement

Tree size reduction

TABLE VI
P RECISION
PT
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

BEFORE AND AFTER SCENARIO METHOD WAS APPLIED

Gen = 20
(a)
(b)
.41
.59
.42
.59
.42
.59
.43
.59
.44
.60
.46
.61
.54
.66
.61
.70
.69
.74
.72
.75
.72
.76

Gen = 40
(a)
(b)
.43 .57
.46 .60
.46 .60
.47 .60
.47 .61
.51 .62
.57 .67
.62 .70
.69 .74
.72 .76
.72 .76

Gen = 60
(a)
(b)
.47
.62
.47
.62
.48
.62
.49
.63
.50
.64
.54
.65
.58
.66
.64
.69
.71
.74
.74
.77
.75
.77

Gen = 80
(a)
(b)
.46
.64
.46
.63
.47
.64
.53
.69
.55
.69
.59
.67
.60
.67
.64
.69
.70
.74
.72
.76
.73
.76

(a) Precision before SM, (b) Precision after SM

Gen = 100
(a)
(b)
.50
.58
.51
.59
.51
.58
.52
.61
.54
.62
.55
.62
.59
.64
.66
.71
.71
.75
.74
.76
.74
.78

TABLE VII
N UMBER
PT
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Gen = 20
47.3
48.1
49.4
52.6
116.4
132.4
195.5
238.3
388.4
417.0
427.1

OF PRUNED TREES BY SCENARIO METHOD

Gen = 40
53.1
58.8
60.9
63.7
144.7
190.1
237.8
313.7
478.5
521.0
535.9

Gen = 60
77.0
92.3
89.3
135.7
175.2
204.9
252.1
353.6
481.7
558.4
575.5

Gen = 80
53.0
88.2
93.8
112.8
162.2
209.6
246.5
324.5
482.5
521.7
556.9

Gen = 100
95.4
104.8
114.0
159.1
207.5
245.3
306.7
443.3
546.5
575.7
591.9

TABLE VIII
T REE SIZE REDUTION PRODUCED BY SCENARIO METHOD
PT
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Gen = 20
31%
28%
29%
32%
31%
31%
29%
29%
34%
37%
36%

Gen = 40
30%
32%
31%
28%
28%
28%
32%
32%
35%
37%
40%

Gen = 60
26%
26%
24%
24%
25%
24%
22%
22%
27%
30%
33%

Gen = 80
23%
23%
21%
16%
16%
18%
20%
20%
27%
28%
36%

Gen = 100
26%
26%
26%
21%
20%
21%
20%
19%
24%
28%
36%

